THE ENIGMATIC NIEDERRHEIN (GERMANY) DEPOSIT: EVIDENCE OF A MIDDLE-PLEISTOCENE
METEORITE IMPACT STREWN FIELD
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Discussion and conclusions
-- A peculiar geological element in the Niederrhein region completely alien to
established geologic mapping and knowledge suggests an origin from an
extended (50 km at least) meteorite impact event in the Middle Pleistocene.
-- Considerable amounts of the impactor are preserved as meteorites of various
composition (basaltic, achondritic, chondritic (?)) and size.
-- The conspicuous nature of the proposed meteorites suggests an origin as
impact ejecta from an extraterrestrial body (Moon, Mars or an asteroid with
basaltic crust (e.g. Vesta) [2]).
-- The terrestrial impact has produced abundant phenomena well known from
general impact research like impact melt rocks, poymictic breccias and in part
strong shock metamorphism (melt glass, diaplectic glass, planar deformation
features (PDF) in quartz and feldspar). Shock effects are observed in both the
extraterrestrial and local rocks.
-- The considerable mass of preserved meteorites and the in part intense mixture
of the extraterrestrial matter with local rocks are not compatible with a single
large impactor (which would largely have vaporized) but suggest a cluster
impactor ("rubble pile") of probably low velocity. This would explain the
absence of a larger deep impact crater and the absence of excavated rocks from
deeper stratigraphy. The today seen conspicuous drainage system and features in
the Digital Terrain Model as well as clusters of small circular depressions (100 200 m) in the loose rock Pleistocene target would apply to the model.
-- Our investigations are at the very beginning. Forthcoming feldwork will also
include possible industrial and archeological aspects of the fnds. An Ar-Ar
dating has been initiated which could signifcantly substantiate our hypothesis.
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